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D elaware has long been one of the preeminent jurisdictions in the field of 
business entity formation. As of the end of 2016, more than 1.2 million 
legal entities were formed or incorporated under Delaware law, including 

66.8% of all Fortune 500 companies.1
Since the enactment of the Delaware Limited Liability Company Act in 1992,2 

an increasing number of business entities, including both holding and operating 
companies, have been formed as or converted into Delaware limited liability 
companies (“Delaware LLCs”).3 In 2016, of the approximately 189,500 business 
entities formed in Delaware, approximately 72% were Delaware LLCs.4

With the increase in the use of Delaware LLCs by the business community, an 
increasing number of Delaware LLCs have filed and will continue to file petitions 
for relief under the U.S. Bankruptcy Code.5 Therefore, it is important for business 
professionals to be aware of and plan for a number of governance and other issues 
that may arise in the context of a bankruptcy filing involving a Delaware LLC.

Authorizing the Bankruptcy Filing of a Delaware LLC
As a baseline, the Delaware LLC Act provides that, by default, a Delaware LLC 
shall be managed by its members in proportion to the interests of such members 
in the profits of the Delaware LLC.6 However, within the confines of the Dela-
ware LLC Act, a Delaware LLC is predominantly a creature of contract, and the 
parameters of the management of a Delaware LLC are controlled by the terms 
of its LLC Agreement. The Delaware LLC Act serves as gap filler, setting forth 
default rules that apply in instances where an LLC Agreement is silent on a mat-
ter. Thus, the management of a Delaware LLC may be vested in one or more 
members, one or more managers, or a combination thereof, with certain parties 
(who need not be members, managers, or interest holders) having consent or 
veto rights for specific actions, or with specific actions requiring a certain level 
of member or manager approval. The filing of a petition under the Bankruptcy 
Code often is one of the actions that is explicitly discussed and limited in the 
LLC Agreement of a Delaware LLC.7

From a practical standpoint, and while it may seem simple, it is important 
to review the LLC Agreement of a Delaware LLC carefully prior to filing a 
bankruptcy petition, and to make sure that all the company formalities are 
being followed or waived (if permissible) with regard to such filing, including, 
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without limitation, any notice, meeting, or other ap-
proval requirements.

Specifically, the U.S. Bankruptcy Courts for both the 
District of Delaware and the Southern District of New 
York require that duly authorized consents or resolutions 
for each debtor entity filing a bankruptcy petition in those 
jurisdictions be filed with the petition.8

When multiple affiliated entities file petitions commenc-
ing bankruptcy cases that ultimately will be administered 
jointly (following approval of the relevant bankruptcy 
court), whether they are Delaware LLCs or other types of 
entities, it is important that each entity is following the 
appropriate bankruptcy authorization procedures based 
on its relevant governing documents. In many cases, a 
single omnibus consent may not be appropriate, even if 
it is executed by the direct parent of all relevant entities.

The Ability of a Bankruptcy Court to 
Effect Changes to a Delaware LLC

As compared to a Delaware LLC, a corporation in-
corporated in Delaware (a “Delaware Corporation”) is 
predominantly a creature of statute, rather than a creature 
of contract.9 To simplify any corporate governance issues 
that may arise in the context of a Delaware Corporation 
in bankruptcy, the Delaware legislature enacted in 1937 
the predecessor of current Section 303 (“Section 303”) of 
the DGCL.10 Generally speaking, Section 303 permits an 
officer (or other representative) of a Delaware Corporation 
that is a debtor in a bankruptcy case to effect changes to or 
actions by the Delaware Corporation pursuant to orders 
of the bankruptcy court (e.g., orders confirming a plan of 
reorganization or liquidation, or authorizing a sale of all 
or substantially all of the Delaware Corporation’s assets) 
without the consent of the Delaware Corporation’s board 
of directors or stockholders, as may be otherwise required 
by the DGCL or the Delaware Corporation’s Certificate 
of Incorporation or By-Laws. This is particularly useful 

when time is of the essence to effect a sale of the Dela-
ware Corporation’s assets or in a particularly contentious 
bankruptcy case.

With regard to a Delaware LLC, however, there is no 
analogue to Section 303 in the Delaware LLC Act. A 
Delaware LLC’s LLC Agreement may have various pro-
cedures and requirements to authorize actions or events 
that arise in the context of a bankruptcy (e.g., the sale of 
assets, the transfer of equity interests, the appointment of 
a new manager or officer) that may be unwieldy (or even 
impossible) to meet in such case. Furthermore, the scope 
or limits of the ability of a bankruptcy court to authorize 
or effect actions governed by an LLC Agreement are un-
settled. Consequently, in light of a pending bankruptcy 
of a Delaware LLC, it may be beneficial to amend the 
relevant LLC Agreement (paying attention, of course, 
to the requirements of the LLC Agreement governing 
its amendment) to include a provision that would serve 
as a proxy for Section 303 of the DGCL with regard to 
the Delaware LLC. This may save time and governance 
headaches when a sale of assets or a plan of reorganization 
must be put into effect.

An Entity’s Bankruptcy Filing and 
Delaware LLC Subsidiaries

In the context of a bankruptcy filing of any entity (not 
just a Delaware LLC), it is important to be cognizant of 
the possible effects of such a filing on the entity’s Delaware 
LLC subsidiaries.

An entity’s bankruptcy filing may affect that entity’s abil-
ity to participate in the management or other membership 
rights with regard to a multi-member Delaware LLC of 
which the entity is a member.

Section 18-304 of the Delaware LLC Act provides, in 
relevant part:

A person ceases to be a member of a limited liability 
company upon the happening of any of the following 
events: (1) Unless otherwise provided in a limited li-
ability company agreement, or with the consent of all 
members, a member: … (b) Files a voluntary petition 
in bankruptcy.11

Thus, if a filing entity is a member of a multi-member 
Delaware LLC, the relevant LLC Agreement should be 
reviewed to determine how the entity’s bankruptcy filing 
will affect its status as a member of the Delaware LLC. 
Unless the relevant LLC Agreement provides that the filing 
entity remains a member of the Delaware LLC following a 
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bankruptcy filing, or the filing entity obtains the consent 
of each of the non-filing members, the filing entity may 
find itself divested of its management, voting, or other 
rights as a member of the Delaware LLC. As a result, the 
filing entity will retain only an economic interest in the 
Delaware LLC.12

Similarly, if a filing entity is the sole member of a 
single-member Delaware LLC, the bankruptcy filing may 
work unintended consequences for the Delaware LLC. If 
the filing entity ceases to be a member of the Delaware 
LLC pursuant to Section 18-304 of the Delaware LLC 
Act, Section 18-801(a)(4) of the Delaware LLC Act will 
cause a dissolution under the Delaware LLC Act. Sec-
tion 18-801(a)(4) of the Delaware LLC Act provides, in 
relevant part:

A limited liability company is dissolved and its affairs 
shall be wound up upon the first to occur of the fol-
lowing: … (4) At any time there are no members … 13

While Sections 18-801(a)(4) and 18-806 of the Dela-
ware LLC Act provide certain mechanisms for, respectively, 

preventing or revoking such a dissolution, the matter can 
be remedied in advance by amending the LLC Agreement 
of the Delaware LLC to provide that any member shall 
not cease to be a member following its bankruptcy filing.14 
It should also be noted that if a dissolution is triggered as 
the result of the sole member of a Delaware LLC filing 
for bankruptcy, it is possible to revoke the dissolution 
pursuant to Section 18-806 of the Delaware LLC Act.

Conclusion
In preparing a Delaware LLC for bankruptcy, practitioners 
should be cognizant of not only the issues surrounding 
the Delaware LLC’s valid authorization of the bankruptcy 
filing but also should consider the ability of the Delaware 
LLC to effectuate the orders of the bankruptcy court and 
the impact the bankruptcy filing will have on the Delaware 
LLC and any of its subsidiaries. Proper bankruptcy prepa-
ration for a Delaware LLC accordingly requires careful 
consideration of the LLC Agreement, the Delaware LLC 
Act, and the Bankruptcy Code.
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